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Canadian contemporary abstract artist Peter Triantos will present a special exhibition at his 

studio at Toronto on August 23, 2018.

 

Peter Triantos is an internationally renowned contemporary artist specializing in high-end, investment 
grade fine art produced for residential and corporate spaces. He lives and works in Toronto where he 
innovatively represents himself and develops his groundbreaking artistic styles.

The August event will be a follow up to his hugely successful sell-out charitable event and solo show in 
New York City.

“Peter Triantos creates radiant and harmonious worlds of intelligent color, subtle yet explosive energy 
and vibrant emotion. Through his thrown paint technique, gestural brushstrokes, and liberal use of im-
pasto, Triantos creates impactful large-scale works that are bold, beautiful and tender. For his many fans 
and collectors he offers a euphoric breath of fresh air; he brings dynamic new ways to articulate his core 
belief: art can and should be joyful, passionate and intrinsically aesthetic,” states a note on the artist on 
the Gallery’s website.

Triantos has a diverse and vast body of work — each series he creates is a thoughtful departure from the 
last. “The hit ‘Jelly Bean’ series is a visual euphony of positivity energy and joy. Vibrant colors and bold 
brush strokes come together to create lively compositions that are simple yet sophisticated. ‘Splash of 
Color II’ sets quite a different tone from Triantos’ earlier, softer ‘Splash of Color’ series. His spectacular 
‘Napa Valley’ is highly sought after and a designer favourite. In this abstract ode to the vineyards of Napa 
Valley Triantos’ thrown paint technique reaches new heights, encapsulating the essence of nature, offer-
ing the viewer an appreciation of its ultimate balance. His ‘Winter Paradise’ exudes luxury — each piece 
has a distinctly calming beauty of its own,” writes the gallery.

He has placed his paintings in private collections, model suites and lobbies across North America and 
Europe and enjoys partnerships with designers, architects and developers. Triantos travels internation-
ally participating in acclaimed art shows around the world, including  SCOPE New York; SCOPE Miami;  
SCOPE Basel; and Auckland Art Fair with Philippe Guggenheim. Triantos has been honored to participate 
in several humanitarian projects through donating artworks to organizations including the Baycrest Brain 
Project, Brain Matters Charity, Mount Sinai Hospital, Water for Peace for Rainmaker, Gold Metal Plates 
Olympics and Camp Oochigeas.

The exhibition will be held on August 23, 2018 at his 14,000 square foot Brandon Avenue studio. 15 
Brandon Avenue, Toronto ON, M6H 2C8.


